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01 Background to 5ireChain and Proof-of-5ire

               5ireChain’s Distributed Ledger Technology’s (DLT) primary goal is to create a 
user-centric, sustainability-led ecosystem. 



This is achieved by embedding sustainability in the network’s base layers and the upper 
decision-making that democratically commands the network. 



5irechain operates on ‘Proof-of-5ire’ which comprises:

Given the above, Validators who bring sustainability values from the off-chain to 

on-chain are supported by 5ire’s governance mechanisms that ensuresensure the 
empowerment of working groups and decentralized organizations.   



Collectively, these activities accelerate the implementation of the United Nations 2030 
Sustainability Agenda,and shift the current For-Profit paradigm to a For-Benefit paradigm, 
heralding the arrival of the 5th Industrial Revolution or 5ire for short. 

For-Profit paradigm For-Benefit paradigm

5  I  ReTh ndustrial volution 5IRE ][
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02 How to become a Validator

03 How Validators are selected for creating blocks

Individuals and entities can become Validators in a public blockchain, without seeking 

permission, whilst those seeking to do so in private or consortium blockchains need to 

demonstrate financial strength and operational capabilities in order to participate in the 

consensus mechanism. 




For 5ireChain, potential Entity Validators will only be eligible for consideration if their ESG 

Audit Report meets the minimum threshold set by 5ire. Individuals can submit a Personal 

ESG Report, certified by a professional such as an accountant or an attorney, covering 

their sustainability footprint. 



Having demonstrated their ‘Proof of 5ire’ credentials, Validator applicants will be 

subjected to 5ire’s algorithm for randomized validator selection for operating a node, 

which will:

 Ensure fairness in the allocation of Validators for block creation and validation

 Add an incremental layer of security to the 5irechain

 Materially reduce the possibility of Bad Actors or their unfair actions by adjusting their 

reliability scores  





Validator applicants have to initiate a transaction to demonstrate their capability to 

create blocks on the 5irechain node.  





Applicants are ranked by their “Proof-of-5ire” scores and the top-scored validators will 

be selected to become Validators and create blocks in the next epoch that lasts 48 hours.


If a Validator was previously selected, their Proof-of-5ire score will be reduced by 2%.


 Validators are assembled into groups of 10 for further down-selection to become an 
attester for a single node. 



 The selection process involves a random selection model to select one Validator from 

the group within a 3 second epoch period to ensure fairness. 



 The remaining 9 Validators will be automatically entered into the next random 
selection model until all have been assigned slots for validation. 



 Thereafter, a new group of 10 Validators will be assembled and the process repeated.



 Once a block is attested, its validity is checked by Auditors, following which it is 

appended to the existing 5irechain and is considered as accepted by the network.
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04 How Validators are rewarded

5ireChain transaction fees are distributed as follows:

In keeping with the For-Benefit Paradigm, every quarter, funds originally reserved for the 
Treasury will be re-allocated to the Validators. As a result, Validators will effectively 
received 70% of the fees.

Validators

Auditors

5ire Treasury

68%

30%

2%

Validators’ staking requirements based on sequence of 
entry and duration of commitment

US$37,000 US$32,000 p.a. US$25,000 p.a.

US$41,000

US$50,000

US$37,000 p.a.

US$45,000 p.a.

US$31,000 p.a.

US$37,000 p.a.

US$50,000

30% 30% 30%

US$9,000 US$7,800 p.a. US$6,000 p.a.

US$45,000 p.a. US$37,000 p.a.

Validators

1-150 US$30,000 US$25,000 p.a. US$20,000 p.a.

151-300

301-450

601+

451-600

APY

AVG. AMount

1 Year 3 Year 5 Year

With a view to normalizing returns, the annual return on the amount staked will be 
adjusted to generate a 30% Annual Percentage Yield. 



An illustrative example for the first 150 Validators is shown below.
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05 How underperforming Validators are managed 

One-Off Underperformance

 The Validator’s eligibility scores will be reduced to 67% of the original score during 
re-selection 



Consistent Underperformance

 The Validator will not be eligible for re-selection

06 How Bad Actors are identified and penalized 

Bad Actors could attempt to manipulate 5ireChain in multiple ways including, but not 
limited to:

 Attempting to open multiple accounts with the same supporting documentation 

 Attempting to duplicate or falsify a single block 

 Upon selection by randomized Validator selection model Validator does not 

participate in transaction validation process.



One-off Incidents will be penalized by:

 Penalty of 2% reduction of their stake and rank would be reduce for next selection 

process. 

 Ineligibility to participate in any 5ireChain activities for a period of time consistent with 

the degree of misbehavior 



Repeated Incidents will be penalized by:

 Confiscation of their entire stak

 Permanent exclusion from 5ireChain and its ecosystem
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07 What are the minimum Trusted Platform Module 
(TPM) Hardware requirements to be an effective

Validator?

 USB flash drive on which to upload a matching Endorsement Key pair of a public key 
and 5ire’s private key 

 CPU
 Cores: 32
 Threads: 64
 Base clock: 3.7GHz
 Boost clock: 4.5GHz
 Total cache: 144MB
 TDP: 280W
 AVX2 instruction support (to use official release binaries, self-compile otherwise)
 Support for AVX512f and/or SHA-NI instructions is helpful
 AMD Ryzen 3X / AMD TRX40 series are popular in validator community

 RAM
 128GB, or more
 Motherboard with 256GB capacity suggested


 Disk
 PCIe Gen3 x4 NVME SSD, or better
 Accounts: 500GB, or larger. High TBW (Total Bytes Written)
 Ledger: 1TB or larger. High TBW suggested
 OS: (Optional) 500GB, or larger. SATA OK
 The OS may be installed on the ledger disk, though testing has shown better 

performance with the ledger on its own disk
 Accounts and ledger can be stored on the same disk, however due to high IOPS, 

this is not recommended
 The Samsung 970 and 980 Pro series SSDs are popular with the validator 

community
 GPUs

 Not strictly necessary at this time
 Motherboard and power supply speed to add one or more high-end GPUs in the 

future suggested
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08


What are the minimum Trusted Platform Module 

(TPM) Software requirements to be an effective 

Validator?

09


Contact
 Email: validators@5ire.org

Upon being accepted as a Validator, an Endorsement Key (EK) pair will need to be 
created to operate the Trusted Platform Module (TPM).  



It comprises of a public key that is obtained by Validators and a private key issued by 5ire.  

 EK is burned inside the TPM device at the time of configuring the 5irechain network
 The Validator will not know the private key as it is generated inside the TPM device 

using random seed
 EK generates an Attestation Key(AK) which is used to sign data inside the TPM device.
 This data is stored on Platform Configuration Registers (PCR) 
 The above process ensures:

 All the block assembling nodes participating in the network are running only the 
5ire approved applications when they boot

 Malicious applications, attempting to run on the 5ireChain, are rapidly identified 
and neutralized
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10          The validator process
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